
一、文法選擇(共50分/每格1分) 

(   )1.The door     the house is red. 

(Ａ) on (Ｂ) of (Ｃ) about (Ｄ) with 

(   )2.Watching movies     always fun.  Let’s go together 

next time! 
(Ａ) are (Ｂ) is (Ｃ) be (Ｄ) will be 

(   )3.Washing the clothes     very easy for Mary. 

(Ａ) are (Ｂ) can (Ｃ) do (Ｄ) is 

(   )4.Studying in a foreign country     me a lot of money.  

That’s why I had to sell my apartment（公寓）.〔97. 基測

Ⅰ〕 

(Ａ) cost (Ｂ) lost (Ｃ) made (Ｄ) spent 

(   )5.I     the spaghetti and the corn（玉米）soup, please. 

(Ａ) would want (Ｂ) would like (Ｃ) would like to 

(Ｄ) like 

(   )6.May: What are you talking    ?  Ann: Cars.  Do you 

like cars, too? 
(Ａ) to (Ｂ) about (Ｃ) in (Ｄ) with 

(   )7.Jolin is popular     most teenagers in Taiwan. 

(Ａ) in (Ｂ) on (Ｃ) for (Ｄ) with 

(   )8.The glass is full     water.  Why not drink some 

first? 
(Ａ) on (Ｂ) with (Ｃ) of (Ｄ) at 

(   )9.There are two     in the water. 

(Ａ) kinds of fishes (Ｂ) kinds of fish (Ｃ) kind of 

fishes (Ｄ) kind of fish 

(   )10.The movie is great, and Sarah     going to the movie 

again. 
(Ａ) would like (Ｂ) enjoys (Ｃ) plans (Ｄ) hopes 

(   )11.Saying “Hello” to other people all the time is    . 

(Ａ) friend (Ｂ) friendly (Ｃ) friending (Ｄ) 

friendy 
(   )12.Mary: What will you have     dinner today?  John: 

Steak and some French fries. 
(Ａ) to (Ｂ) in (Ｃ) for (Ｄ) with 

(   )13.Jason: Is your mom     at cooking?  Billy: Not at 

all.  She always prepares（準備）yummy food for my 

family. 
(Ａ) good (Ｂ) poor (Ｃ) tired (Ｄ) interested 

(   )14.On Valentine’s Day（情人節）, Mr. Lin spent the whole 

afternoon     spaghetti for his wife. 

(Ａ) making (Ｂ) to make (Ｃ) makes (Ｄ) made 

(   )15.Learning foreign languages     me to know more 

about other countries.〔96. 基測Ⅰ〕 

(Ａ) helps (Ｂ) helping (Ｃ) help (Ｄ) to help 

(   )16.Jim is good at singing and doing magic, so he is very 
    at his friends’ parties.〔97. 基測Ⅱ〕 

(Ａ) careful (Ｂ) honest (Ｃ) popular (Ｄ) 

surprised 
(   )17.It’s pretty hot today.  Amy     to go swimming. 

(Ａ) practices (Ｂ) wants (Ｃ) enjoys (Ｄ) is 

afraid 
(   )18.Using computers     easy thirty years ago. 

(Ａ) aren’t (Ｂ) isn’t (Ｃ) weren’t (Ｄ) wasn’t 

(   )19.Benson: Are you     sleeping by yourself at night?  

Sam: Yes, I am.  That’s why I always sleep with my 
parents. 
(Ａ) afraid of (Ｂ) bad at (Ｃ) good at (Ｄ) tired 

of 
(   )20.Sam: How much will you spend     the cellphone?  

Sara: About NT$2,000. 
(Ａ) in (Ｂ) at (Ｃ) to (Ｄ) on 

(   )21.Molly is good     making hamburgers.  Maybe you 

can ask her to make one for you tomorrow. 

(Ａ) at (Ｂ) of (Ｃ) in (Ｄ) with 

(   )22.The movie will begin     seven thirty.  Let’s hurry 

up! 
(Ａ) in (Ｂ) for (Ｃ) at (Ｄ) on 

(   )23.Ben: Grandpa, can you please help me     my math 

homework now?  I’m going to fly a kite with Jimmy now.  
Grandpa: No, I can’t.  Do it yourself! 
(Ａ) with (Ｂ) on (Ｃ) in (Ｄ) to 

(   )24.Ted takes care     his pet dog every day.  He feeds 

it, washes it and plays with it. 
(Ａ) of (Ｂ) in (Ｃ) on (Ｄ) about 

(   )25.    food with friends is always good. 

(Ａ) Enjoying (Ｂ) Enjoy (Ｃ) Enjoyed (Ｄ) 

Enjoys 
(   )26.I’m tired of     sandwiches for breakfast every day.  

Can’t we just try something else? 
(Ａ) eat (Ｂ) eating (Ｃ) eats (Ｄ) ate 

(   )27.    food with chopsticks（筷子）is very difficult（困

難的）for Americans. 

(Ａ) Eat (Ｂ) By eating (Ｃ) Eating (Ｄ) To eating 

(   )28.Decorating the Christmas tree     a lot of fun. 

(Ａ) have (Ｂ) has (Ｃ) is (Ｄ) are 

(   )29.Don’t worry     me.  I am fine! 

(Ａ) in (Ｂ) of (Ｃ) about (Ｄ) with 

(   )30.The cook tries     different kinds of fruit and 

vegetables in every meal. 
(Ａ) to putting (Ｂ) to put (Ｃ) puts (Ｄ) put 

(   )31.Watching American movies     one of the activities

（活動）we enjoy most in our English class.〔92. 基測Ⅱ〕 

(Ａ) is (Ｂ) are (Ｃ) to be (Ｄ) being 

(   )32.I am bored now.  How about     basketball with 

me? 
(Ａ) playing (Ｂ) to play (Ｃ) play (Ｄ) plays 

(   )33.My class took a 3-day trip to Hualien last weekend.  We 
   . 

(Ａ) are fun (Ｂ) had fun (Ｃ) was fun (Ｄ) were 

fun 
(   )34.Being kind to others     you a lot of friends. 

(Ａ) to bring (Ｂ) is bringing (Ｃ) brought (Ｄ) 

brings 
(   )35.Speaking English and singing songs     difficult to 

Lisa. 
(Ａ) be (Ｂ) is (Ｃ) are (Ｄ) to be 

(   )36.The steak here     very delicious.  You can’t miss

（錯過）it. 

(Ａ) was (Ｂ) be (Ｃ) are (Ｄ) is 

(   )37.Skip is     doing the housework every day.  He 

doesn’t like it. 
(Ａ) tired of (Ｂ) good at (Ｃ) popular with (Ｄ) 

afraid to 
(   )38.    on time is very important. 

(Ａ) Be (Ｂ) Being (Ｃ) To have (Ｄ) Have 

(   )39.Spending time     family is wonderful. 

(Ａ) in (Ｂ) with (Ｃ) on (Ｄ) at 

(   )40.Andy enjoys     a bath before he goes to bed. 

(Ａ) takes (Ｂ) take (Ｃ) to take (Ｄ) taking 

(   )41.The soup is not sweet enough.  Can you put some 
    in it?〔94. 基測Ⅱ〕 

(Ａ) ice (Ｂ) oil (Ｃ) salt (Ｄ) sugar 

(   )42.Getting enough fruit and vegetables is very important 
    teenagers. 

(Ａ) with (Ｂ) for (Ｃ) of (Ｄ) on 

(   )43.When you eat steak, don’t forget to put your napkin（餐

巾）    your lap. 



(Ａ) on (Ｂ) in (Ｃ) under (Ｄ) between 

(   )44.Amy: May I     your order?  Billy: Sure.  I want a 

bowl of beef noodles, please. 
(Ａ) take (Ｂ) make (Ｃ) try (Ｄ) get 

(   )45.For Dale,     a car on the road is pretty easy. 

(Ａ) drive (Ｂ) to driving (Ｃ) driving (Ｄ) drives 

(   )46.Watching ball games    . 

(Ａ) has fun (Ｂ) have fun (Ｃ) is fun (Ｄ) are 

fun 
(   )47.    cookies     not hard at all. 

(Ａ) To make; aren’t (Ｂ) Making; are (Ｃ) Making; 

isn’t (Ｄ) To make; is 

(   )48.Jacky: Is     magic shows fun?  Susan: Of course! 

(Ａ) watch (Ｂ) watching (Ｃ) watches (Ｄ) it 

(   )49.    the lesson before class gives me a better idea 

about what the teacher is going to teach.〔93. 基測Ⅰ〕 

(Ａ) Preview (Ｂ) Previews (Ｃ) Previewed (Ｄ) 

Previewing 
(   )50.My mom puts three different     in every meal. 

(Ａ) kinds of vegetables (Ｂ) kinds of vegetable (Ｃ) 

kind of vegetables (Ｄ) kind of vegetable 

 

二、字彙選擇(共30分/每格1分) 

(   )1.You can use a    , beef,  lettuce and cheese to make a 

yummy hamburger. 
(Ａ) toast (Ｂ) bun (Ｃ) bread (Ｄ) butter 

(   )2.Sara: May I take your order?  John: Sure.  I     

some French fries and a can of coke. 
(Ａ) like (Ｂ) would want (Ｃ) would like (Ｄ) will 

like 
(   )3.Mopping the floor every weekend is my    . 

(Ａ) order (Ｂ) job (Ｃ) whole (Ｄ) hug 

(   )4.I spent the     afternoon cleaning my room and 

washing the clothes.  I am so tired now! 
(Ａ) whole (Ｂ) little (Ｃ) another (Ｄ) next 

(   )5.Oscar is a wonderful cook.  He loves to make     

food for his family. 
(Ａ) health (Ｂ) terrible (Ｃ) yummy (Ｄ) funny 

(   )6.This morning, I had a     and a cup of coffee for 

breakfast. 
(Ａ) chicken (Ｂ) ham sandwich (Ｃ) meat (Ｄ) 

soup 
(   )7.Don’t eat so much     or beef.  Too much meat isn’t 

good for your health. 
(Ａ) hams (Ｂ) beans (Ｃ) butter (Ｄ) pork 

(   )8.I’d like a plate of     with seafood（海鮮）and double

（雙倍的）cheese. 

(Ａ) spaghetti (Ｂ) steak (Ｃ) duck (Ｄ) fries 

(   )9.My cousin works in a steak house.  He is a    . 

(Ａ) worker (Ｂ) waiter (Ｃ) officer (Ｄ) reporter 

(   )10.My mother is good at making    . 

(Ａ) vegetables (Ｂ) hamburgers (Ｃ) sandwich 

(Ｄ) meat 

(   )11.Lynn is a vegetarian（吃素者）.  She often has salad and 

    for dinner. 

(Ａ) tomato soup (Ｂ) pork (Ｃ) steak (Ｄ) hams 

(   )12.The     are delicious.  Do you want to try some? 

(Ａ) duck (Ｂ) beans (Ｃ) breads (Ｄ) lettuce 

(   )13.There are usually many different kinds of vegetables in a 
bowl of    . 

(Ａ) spaghetti (Ｂ) buns (Ｃ) beans (Ｄ) salad 

(   )14.Mom bought two pounds of     from the 

supermarket today.  She will cook delicious steak tonight. 

(Ａ) meat (Ｂ) pork (Ｃ) duck (Ｄ) beef 

(   )15.Many people like to have     with some ketchup（蕃

茄醬）. 

(Ａ) salad (Ｂ) French fries (Ｃ) pork (Ｄ) 

spaghetti 
(   )16.Ben: May I take your    ?  Terry: Sure.  I’d like a 

hamburger, please. 
(Ａ) order (Ｂ) vegetable (Ｃ) delicious (Ｄ) 

menu 
(   )17.John likes to eat    , like pork or beef.  He doesn’t 

like vegetables. 
(Ａ) meat (Ｂ) beans (Ｃ) duck (Ｄ) steak 

(   )18.People from thirteen to eighteen years old are    . 

(Ａ) foreigners (Ｂ) fishermen (Ｃ) teenagers (Ｄ) 

housewives 
(   )19.Most people in Taiwan like to eat     noodles. 

(Ａ) steak (Ｂ) meat (Ｃ) beef (Ｄ) cheese 

(   )20.A piece of     is delicious with some butter. 

(Ａ) toast (Ｂ) bean (Ｃ) spaghetti (Ｄ) noodles 

(   )21.People can be     of doing the same work every day. 

(Ａ) good (Ｂ) excited (Ｃ) whole (Ｄ) tired 

(   )22.Please read the     first.  I will take your order later. 

(Ａ) menu (Ｂ) map (Ｃ) book (Ｄ) wall 

(   )23.Sue loves     a lot.  She always orders steak. 

(Ａ) beef (Ｂ) pork (Ｃ) duck (Ｄ) chicken 

(   )24.Michelle is     playing the piano.  She is going to 

have a concert（音樂會）next Saturday night. 

(Ａ) poor at (Ｂ) good at (Ｃ) full of (Ｄ) tired of 

(   )25.Eating fruit and     every day is very important. 

(Ａ) lettuce (Ｂ) duck (Ｃ) hamburgers (Ｄ) 

vegetables 
(   )26.Lettuce, carrots（蘿蔔）and     are all vegetables. 

(Ａ) bananas (Ｂ) butter (Ｃ) toast (Ｄ) tomatoes 

(   )27.You need flour（麵粉）and some eggs to make    . 

(Ａ) salad (Ｂ) steak (Ｃ) bread (Ｄ) cheese 

(   )28.I am so hungry.  Can I have a piece of    ? 

(Ａ) salad (Ｂ) butter (Ｃ) bread (Ｄ) hamburger 

(   )29.May: How would you like your    ?  Betty: Medium

（五分熟）. 

(Ａ) French fries (Ｂ) cheese (Ｃ) steak (Ｄ) toast 

(   )30.Billy: Try the smoked（煙燻的）duck.  I spent two hours 

on it.  May: Wow!  It’s so    .  Can you show me 

how to make this? 
(Ａ) common (Ｂ) delicious (Ｃ) lost (Ｄ) terrible 

 

三、文意字彙(共20分/每格1分) 

1.       I’d like to have a slice（片）of ch   se with my 

toast. 
2.      Beans, lettuce and tomatoes are all v   es. 

3.      Sara: May I take your order?  Lily: Sure.  I w   

d l   e a spaghetti. 
4.      A piece of b   d with some butter on it is very 

yummy. 
5.      Lynn often has a ham s   h and a bottle of 

juice for lunch. 
6.      L   ces usually have big green leaves.  

People usually eat them in salads. 
7.      Lily usually has two pieces of t   t and a glass 

of milk for breakfast. 
8.      A t   o is a kind of fruit, but it is also a kind of 

vegetable. 
9.      Pork is a kind of m   t.  Many people like to 

eat it. 
10.      T   o s   p is a popular kind of Italian



（義大利的）food. 

11.      B   f noodles is very popular in Taiwan. 

12.      Mom, I am very t   d of eating meat every 

day.  Can we just eat some vegetables? 
13.      Please read the m   u first.  I’ll take your 

order later. 
14.      To make hamburgers, you need some b   ns 

first. 
15.      I spent the w   e weekend cleaning the house.  

It was so tired! 
16.      There are many different kinds of h   rs in a 

fast food restaurant. 
17.      We can buy F   ch fries at a fast food 

restaurant. 
18.      The ham sandwich looks d   s.  Mom, can 

you get one for me? 
 

 


